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About the Copyright Acknowledgement Booklet 
 
Prior to the June 2009 examination series, acknowledgements for third-party copyright material were printed on the back page of the relevant exam papers 
and associated assessment materials.  For security purposes, from that series onwards, OCR has created this separate booklet to put all of the 
acknowledgements, rather than including them in the exam papers or associated assessment materials. 
 
The booklet is published after each examination series, as soon as the assessment materials become available to the public.  
 
It is available online from the OCR website at: 
www.ocr.org.uk/pastpapermaterials/pastpapers/index.aspx.  
 
The OCR Copyright Team can be contacted by post at 1 Hills Road, Cambridge, CB1 2EU, or by email at ocr.copyright@ocr.org.uk.  
 
Where possible, OCR has sought and cleared permission to reproduce items of third-party owned copyright material.  Every reasonable effort has been made 
by OCR to trace copyright holders, but if any items requiring clearance have unwittingly been included, please contact the Copyright Team at the addresses 
above and OCR will be pleased to make amends at the earliest possible opportunity. 
 
 
How to find an acknowledgement 
 
Each acknowledgement is filed firstly by subject and then under the unit number of the exam paper in which the copyright material appears. 
 
Where an exam paper has more than one document associated with it, each document is identified with its separate acknowledgements.   
 
From the January 2012 series onwards, only the examination material containing third party material will be included in the Acknowledgement 
Booklet. Therefore please assume that any exam papers or subject areas not listed in this booklet are entirely © OCR. 
 
 

http://www.ocr.org.uk/pastpapermaterials/pastpapers/index.aspx
mailto:ocr.copyright@ocr.org.uk


English 
A680/01 GCSE English Reading Booklet  
 Information and Ideas Text A, text and image The challenge of falling leaves, from a leaflet published by First TransPennine and 

Northern Rail. 
  Text B, text and images 400 years to grow, promotional leaflet by the Woodland Trust. Reproduced by kind 

permission of the Woodland Trust. www.woodlandtrust.org.uk. 
A680/02 GCSE English Reading Booklet  
 Information and Ideas Passage 1 Fiona Millar, Dress codes: Some uniforms are a great deal more equal than others, 

The Guardian, 8 August 2006. Reproduced by kind permission of Fiona Millar. 
  Passage 1, image © Radu Razvan / Shutterstock. www.shutterstock.com 
  Passage 2 Sinead Ryan, Dressing Down: School uniforms are a good thing (despite what your 

children may say), 23 November 2007, © The Irish Independent 2007. 
www.independent.ie. 

 



 

Mathematics 
J576/03 GCSE Mathematics B Question Paper  
 Paper 3 – Higher Tier Q 10A Any reference within this exam paper to existing companies or organisations is 

entirely coincidental, and not intended as a depiction of such companies or 
organisations. 
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